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The EU project DigiPhysLab Motivation and benefits of the framework

Exemplified use of the framework for task characterization Outlook

• Cooperation between Universities of Jyväskylä (FI), Göttingen (DE) & Zagreb (HR)

• Co-funded by the Erasmus+ programme of the European Union (03/21-02/23)

• Main project objectives [cf. also 1]:
1. Development of a framework for design principles of experimental tasks

2. Production & evaluation of 15 competence-centred, digital physics lab tasks

(instructions for students and additional instructions for instructors)

➢ Standalone experimental tasks (independent from a specific lab concept)

➢ Including data collection & analysis using digital technologies, e.g. smartphone

➢ Implementation possible in on-campus and distance learning scenarios

➢ Target group: physics students & physics teacher students (study entry phase)

• Typical lab courses do not reach the desired learning objectives [2, 3].

• Several approaches were pursued to increase the effectivity of labs [e.g. 2, 3], also

with the help of modern digital technologies [e.g. 4-5].

→ In every approach, quality experimental tasks provide the main lear-

ning opportunity. A framework for design principles of experimental

tasks helps instructors/researchers to reflect on their activities/efforts

• Main benefits of the framework:
➢ Overview of aspects to be considered for designing experimental tasks

➢ Theoretical framework/tool to characterize existing experimental tasks

➢ Theoretical basis for developing new experimental tasks

Currently in progress:
• Finalization of the framework (categories, definitions,

vocabulary list, ...)

• Communicative validation with lab instructors

• Use for the characterization of the DigiPhysLab-tasks

→ Dissemination of all materials of the DigiPhysLab-

project on the project website (see QR code)

1. Target group
– Think of who your

learners are.

2. Learning objectives
– Think of what your 

learners should learn.

4. Task conception 
– Think of an experimental task 

for your target group to reach 

your learning objectives.

5. Design of materials
– Think of the materials you 

need for the conduction

of your experimental task.

6. Implementation
– Think of the actual use of

your task with your target group

and your designed materials.

3. Circumstances 
– Think of the circumstances

in your lab.

➢ Year & field of studies

➢ Interests

➢ Prior knowledge

➢ Prior experimental skills

➢…

➢ Structure/outline of the 

instructions

➢ Layout of the documents

➢ Supplementary materials

➢…

➢ Interaction between students &  

instructors/students

➢ Integration in the lab course

➢ Assessment/grading

➢…

➢ Linking theory to practice

➢ Experimental skills

➢ Scientific literacy

➢ Motivation, interests, …

➢ Digital skills

➢…

➢ Content & context

➢ Degree of openness

➢ Fostered experimental

activities

➢…

Educational

structuring

Evaluation &

improvement

Concretization &

processing

Utili-

zation

➢ Availability of equipment

➢ Time requirements

➢ Pandemic circumstances

➢…

To be consi-

dered during
To be consi-

dered during

Scope of the developed DigiPhysLab-task instructions:

Red – Predetermined in the students‘ instructions

Blue – Suggested in the instructors‘ instructions

Based on a literature review [e.g. 6-12] and struc-

turally inspired by the model of educational recon-

struction [13]; previous version already published in [1].

Aspects for discussion
1. Relevance… 2. Structure… 3. Usability…

… of the framework from instructors’ & researchers’ points of view

Framework (excerpt) Characterization of the task Sliding Smartphone*

1. Year/field of studies School (from grade 8), minor subjects at universities

2. Learning objectives Verifying natural scientific laws, reinforcing concepts, 

planning data collection, analysing digital data

3. Equipment Smartphone with phyphox, table, masses, spreadsheet

3. Time requirements About 1-1,5 hours

4. Content/context Mechanics – coefficient of dynamic friction

4. Degree of openness Research question & hypotheses given, guiding ques-

tions for planning & data collection, open data analysis

4. Fostered experi-

mental activities

Designing an experiment, digital data collection, digital 

data analysis with a spreadsheet programme

5. Outline of the 

instructions

Brief introduction, research question, guiding questions 

for preparation, task for documentation, hypotheses

6. Interaction Collaborative partner work, support only on demand

6. Assessment Worksheet (answers to hypotheses & conclusion)
* One of the DigiPhysLab-tasks. For further information about the task please visit the project website (see QR code).
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